Job Vacancy for Language Teachers at Hebei GEO University
Hebei GEO University (HGU) needs English, French, Czech and Korean teachers from
its native-speaking countries all year round.
Qualifications for the position:
MA/MS degree，or BA/BS degree in education or linguistics or with TESOL/TEFL or
other similar certificate or 2 years working experience, at the age of under 60 with
good health, interested in teaching English, French, Czech and Korean Language in
Shijiazhuang, China. Couples and those with teaching experience are preferable.
Task:
"Oral language, Listening, Writing, Culture of English, French, Czech and Korean
Speaking Countries".
Working load:

16- 20 teaching hours a week.

Pay and other treatment:




Monthly salary 5000-8000 RMB with 6 weeks paid winter vacation and medical
insurance.
A free furnished flat with living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, refrigerator, air
conditioner, TV set, computer with free internet, cooking facilities.
A single short way economic international air ticket upon the completion of
one-semester contract or a round-trip ticket for an academic-year contract.

Other advantages:
HGU is located in Shijiazhuang, the capital city of Hebei Province, south to Beijing,
about one hour from Beijing by train. Shijiazhuang is the province's political, economic,
scientific, financial, cultural and information center, with rich interesting historical and
scenery attractions, about 39 national protected key cultural relics and 102 provincial
protected cultural relics.
HGU campus is located in the urban area of Shijiazhuang, just beside the famous
Wanda Plaza Commercial and Recreation District, and the Century Park. It provides
unparalleled convenience and advantages for foreign teachers in work, study, daily life,
cultural experiences and transportation.
In addition, foreign teachers can take free Chinese language classes for international
students if their class is not in conflict with their teaching
If you are interested in the vacancy or need more information, please contact:
wsc_wang123@sina.com;yibin608@hotmail.com

The Required Documents List for Applicants inside China
1. Valid Passport (PDF);
2. Resident permit (PDF)
3. Working permit (PDF)
4. Physical Examination Report

(PDF)；

5. curriculum vitae (CV)or Resume (word Only)
6. The highest diploma (PDF Only)；
7. Digital ID photo ( JPEG Only)
8. Signed a draft contract of Employment (PDF Only) (please sign your name at
the end of contract and scan it with PDF)
9. TEFL certificate ?(PDF Only)
10. Recommendation letter from the former employer or your professor (PDF
Only, should indicate your experience and position. The former employer’s
signature and contact are required.)
11. The expired passport if you have (PDF )

Information up to 29-11-2018

The Required Documents List for Applicants outside China
1. Valid Passport (PDF)
2. Digital photo (JPEG only with white background)
3. Curriculum vitae (CV)or Resume
4. Physical Examination Report
5. The highest diploma (PDF)
6. The Authentication of the highest diploma issued by the China Embassy or
Consulate in your country (PDF only)
7. Non‐Criminal Record Report issued by the Department of Security (PDF)；
8. The Authentication of the Non‐ Criminal Record issued by the Chinese
Embassy or Consulate in your country (PDF)
9. Signed a draft contract of Employment (PDF)
10. TEFL certificate (PDF) ( please do not take photo for us )
11. Recommendation letter from the former employer or your professor (PDF
Only, should indicate your experience and position. The former employer’s
signature and contact are required).
12.The expired passport if you have (PDF)

